
1. Animated Illustration - Digital Animation Class Project (0:02)  

2. Clip from “Hello Angel” - Traditionally animated, Composited in Toonboom (0:03)

3. Illustration - Using crayon, marker and Toonboom (0:03)

4. 2D Morph animation - Digital Animation Class Project using After Effects & Toonboom (0:01)

5. Scene from “Marks”-  Toonboom, Composited in After Effects (0:05)

6. Illustration - Collage, Animation made with Toonboom (0:05)

7. Collection Lineup - Final Collections for Fashion Minor (0:07)

8. Collage - Submission for SCAD’s “Scan” Magazine (0:03)

9. Illustration  - Photoshop, Toonboom (0:04) 

10. 2D Morph Animation -  Digital Animation Class Project using After Effects & Toonboom (0:05)

11. Scene from “Marks” -  Toonboom, Composited in After Effects (0:04)

12. 2D Character Animation - Project for 2D Production class (0:02)

13. Clip from “$illy Baby” - Toonboom, After Effects (0:04)

 

Demo Ree l Breakdown

Project done for  Digital Animation class. Focusing on using the e�ects nodes in Toonboom Harmony.

Project done for  Principles of Animtion class in Hong Kong and then later
reworked in Toonboom Harmony.

Illustration was an interpretation of Schizophrenia done for Physcology class then 
later reworked and animated.

Final assignment for Digital Animation class.  Each morph represents an aspect
of my personality.

A scene from my senior �lm “Marks”. While I did not do the character animation,
I did background animation, clean up and compositing.

Personal project illustrated with marker, pen and crayons. Then composited with animation
in Toonboom harmony.

Compilation of my �nal designs from Fashion Design Minor.

Illustration for the cover of SCAD’s “Scan”  magazine. The theme for the submission was �re.
The illustration is done with marker, pens, crayon, masking tape and burnt newspaper.

Personal project done to experiment with screentones.

Final assignment for my Digital Animation class. Each morph represents an aspect
of my personality.

A scene from my senior �lm “Marks”.  I did everything from art direction and character design
to animation and compositing.

A scene done for 2D Production class. Learning the steps of the production process
I produced 3 short scenes for a �lm concept.

Personal project developing my skills in Toonboom Harmony and After E�ects.


